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PT. Honda Prospect Motor (HPM), as the sole agent of Honda Motor Co. Ltd. is very much concerned with Honda's public image and perception, especially as this image relates to their spare parts. The company's image as a supplier of ‘exclusive and high-priced’ cars creates difficulties when the same public perception translates it into a costly after sales maintenance and spare parts.

This undesirable expensive image of Honda spare parts has drawn the management’s attention since public's attitudes and action towards the overall Honda automobiles products are highly conditioned by the perception. Even though the company has taken a number of actions, the problem seems to be unsolved.

Our study of this issue, which is conducted through a series of survey, has found that the expensive perceptions still persist in the customers and public mind. As to our findings, the company fails to integrate its various communication channels in building the desirable and strong image of its products. Our recommendations for the company are mainly focus on how the company can integrate its marketing communications to deliver a clear and consistent message about the product’s image. Moreover, we have also identified some strategic issues of gray marketing activities and distribution channels along with our proposed solution.
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